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Extracted verse and Graded evaluation :

The structure of Jiao�ran’s “Shi�shi”

Tomoyuki N6<6I6

This article aims at investigating the structure of Jiao�ran ��’s Shi�shi �� .

The discussion focuses on two methods : first, extracted verse �� ; second, graded

evaluation �� .

Shi�shi can be roughly divided in two parts, namely poetics and illustrations. In

the latter part, Jiao�ran classifies about two thousand lines of ancient to contempo-

rary poems into five grades �	 .

The critical subject of appraisal in the Shi�shi is not a whole poem but its lines,

for this reason the whole of a poem is seldom quoted in this book. Such a strict

attitude suggests that Jiao�ran had great confidence in his ability to judge poetry.

Witticism
� had been held in esteem throughout the six dynasties. In this era,

collections of witticisms 
�� as well as anthologies, Wen�xuan �� etc., were

compiled in considerable numbers. These activities have continued into the early

Tang dynasty, which makes it likely that this has influenced the selection of poems

in Shi�shi as well.

Graded evaluation has been used in many fields in premodern China, for exam-

ple in the examinations for government employment, in calligraphy and in painting.

The system used in the Shi�shi is derived from former critical works, above all Zhong

Rong ��’s Shi�pin �� . However, Jiao�ran adds some new features into his

consideration. The most remarkable evidences are as follows :

�  The names for grades used in the Shi�shi, such as youshi wushi qingge juxia

diwuge �����	����	 , are longer and more descriptive than the

shangpin �� �top�grade� and similar grades of the Shi�pin.

�  In the part devoted to poetics, Jiao�ran often takes up and discusses the

poems, which are selected in the illustrations.

Traditional grade ranking as a method of artistic criticism has been declining

from the mid�Tang to the northern Song. This is the background, against Jiao�ran
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adopts his individual style of appraisal.

At the same time, the popularity of simple collections of extracted verse was also

declining. Changes in the critical appraisal of poetry can be observed in the rise and

fall of these two methods. Specifically, this indicates the transition from shi�ge��

�criticism of poetical syntax� to shi�hua �� �criticism of poetry�� In a sense, the

characteristic structure of the Shi�shi is a case in point, which underlines and

illustrates this development.
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The missed enlightenment :

Prayer and salvation of Buddhists who practice

both dhy£na ��� and vinaya �	�

Tomohiro S6>ID

This article is an investigation into the actual conditions of the Chan school

during the Tang�Wudai period. This analysis is made from two points of view : first,

elite Buddhists and non�elite Buddhists ; second, pure Chan monks and Buddhists

who practices both dhy£na �chan� and vinaya. The paper is written with special

focus on non�elite Buddhists who practice both dhy£na and vinaya. Though they

admire Chan thought which is based on Buddha nature and sudden enlightenment,

they are not free from practices of vinaya and common good deeds. In other words,

they have a tendency to rely on external powers for salvation by Buddha, holy

objects such as pagodas, and saints, more than on their own self�cultivation for

enlightenment.

I argue that Fabao dongliu yinyuan �
����� is an example of a scripture

which is written from such a background. It is a handwritten manuscript from the

Dunhuang cave, only P ���� which includes chapter � and chapter 	, has been

known so far. But in this article, I will argue that P 	��	 is in fact chapter � and

chapter � of this scripture, and that both of these origin from the same scroll. Based
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on these results, I will make a reproduction, and present an overview of this text.

Fabao dongliu yinyuan has a particularly close relationship with the Baolin zhuan

������ This paper recognizes that Baolin zhuan and Fabao dongliu yinyuan share

doctrinal foundations, and re�examines the former as a scripture of non�elite Bud-

dhists who practice both dhy£na and vinaya.

This analysis will, I believe, contribute to a better understanding of the diversity

in the process of proliferation of the Chan school from the eighth to the tenth

century.
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The Yuanfu peace negotiation ��	
�� between

Northern Song ��� and Xixia ���� and the

advance negotiation between Khitai �Liao��
and Song in ����

�� a study of the international order in the period of the

coexistence of Khitai and Song��

Eisuke MDG>

The Yuanfu peace negotiation was concluded because of the death of the queen

dowager of Xixia. Another factor working towards the conclusion is the pressure of

Khitai, who supported Xixia, against Song, namely the advance negotiation between

Khitai �Liao� and Song, which is the main theme of this article.

There are two points of significance that invite further research :

The first one is the bilateral relationship between Khitai and Song. Since these

negotiations were comparatively constructive, the characteristics of the relations of

the two empires in this period can be illuminated through this article.

The second is concerning the tripartite relationship between Khitai, Song, and

Xixia. The examination of the relations between these three states in this period will

lead to the investigation of multi�state systems in Northeast Asia in the latter half of

�� th Century.
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In this article, after the historical background and concrete process of the

negotiation has been described, the following points are discussed ;

� � � Khitai’s intention

It was Khitai’s intention to have an influence on Song and make Song and Xixia

recognize Khitai to be the mediator as the leader among the surrounding powers.

� � � The method of the negotiation

The negotiations were based on diplomatic documents of the past, and the

wording of these documents was the main subject of the negotiation.

� � � The influence on the conclusion of the peace negotiation

Song intended to conclude the peace negotiation without Khitai’s interference.

But in fact the participation of Khitai contributed to the early and successful

conclusion.

� � � The influence on the conditions of the peace negotiation

The conditions of the peace negotiation were unfavorable towards Xixia, but

Xixia managed to keep these at a minimum. This point shows the consideration of

Song towards for Khitai.
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